A DataSpace Support Platform (DSSP) is a self-sustained and self-managed system which needs to support uncertainty among its mediated schemas and its schema mappings. Some approaches for managing such uncertainty by assigning probabilities and reliability degrees to schema mappings have been proposed. Unfortunately, the number of mappings self-generated by a DSSP is usually too large and among those possible mappings, some might be totally correct and others partially correct. Therefore, providing probabilities or reliability degrees to the mappings is necessary but not su±cient to resolve uncertainty among them. This paper proposes a stepper-based approach called pos-mapping to managing reliable mappings using possibility theory. Instead of choosing a threshold for managing the reliable mappings, pos-mapping approach orders and divides the set of reliable mappings into subsets of possibility distributions and assigns to each of these subsets a recursive possibility degree function. The recursiveness of the possibility degree function leads to an incremental management of the possibility † Corresponding author. 
Introduction
Dataspace [1, 2] can be thought of as a virtual space where many data sources are managed regardless of their structures and locations; this, with the main goal of providing basic functionalities such as information retrieval or keyword search over all its sources without any domain expert assistance. Semantic mappings should then be created automatically; this leads to multiple possible semantic mappings. Among them, some might be correct and several others partially correct. Therefore, a¯rst type of uncertainty arose between semantic mappings. Probabilistic schema mappings (pmapping) [3] and reliable mediated schema and mapping (rMedMap) [4] have been proposed to handle uncertainty between the multiple possible mappings. Pmapping is a probabilistic model which attaches probabilities to the semantic mappings. Likewise, rMedMap assigns reliability degrees to the semantic mappings. In both pmapping and rMedMap, the system needs to choose a threshold.
Considering the usually large number of semantic mappings, choosing a threshold may become an uncertain task and may lead to information loss and so create a second type of uncertainty among semantic mappings. To address this second type of uncertainty among the semantic mappings, we propose to \fuzzify" reliable mappings using possibility theory [5, 6] . Possibility theory is an e®ective uncertainty theory devoted to the handling of incomplete information. It is similar to probability theory because it is based on set-functions. It di®ers from probability by the use of a pair of dual set functions called possibility and necessity measures instead of only one [5] . Our approach can handle uncertainty among large number of semantic mappings without the need of choosing a threshold. Indeed, we order and divide the set of reliable mappings into subsets of possibility distributions and we assign to each of the subset a recursive possibility degree function of being the most reliable mapping between a source schema and a target reliable mediated schema.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the¯rst work that uses the possibility theory to manage uncertainty in DSSP. (2) We propose an iterative method for computing possibility degrees whereby the possibility degrees of the current set of possibility distributions is a function of the possibility degrees of the previous set of possibility distributions. (3) We implement the proposed method, and experimental results show that our system is more e±cient than the existing systems and the accuracy of the results increases with the number of reliable schemas in the DSSP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The rMedMap method is summarized in Sec. 2. Section 3 presents the pos-mapping method. Section 4 discusses a comparative evaluation of pos-mapping with the existing rMedMap and pmapping methods. Section 5 introduces related works and discussion. Section 6 concludes this paper and highlights some future works.
Background
Previously, we proposed in [4] a reliability degree function which measures how tightly a semantic mapping is related to a given source schema. We summarize below the equations used in [4] to compute reliability degree. Considering an instance T of the set of possible mediated schemas and a given source schema S i , the aim is to¯nd out whether T is reliable with respect to S i and assign to T a reliability degree with respect to S i . To compute this reliability degree, we¯rst check if, in a structural view point, T is reliable with respect to S i and we call it the structural reliability degree. T is said to be structurally reliable with respect to S i if the root node of T is structurally more general or equivalent to the root node of S i and if the structural reliability degree of T with respect to S i is greater than a certain threshold [4] . The structural reliability degree is computed as the ratio between the numbers of sub-nodes of T that are structurally equivalent to a sub-node of S i and the number of sub-nodes of S i . The structural reliability degree of T with respect to
, is given by Eq. (1):
We compute the degree of reliability of T with respect to S i noted d T =S i using the following Eq. (2).
where dðeÞ is the similarity value between elements of the group to which e belongs; and pðeÞ is the probability of encountering an instance of the element e in a mediated schema. pðeÞ is then the ratio between the number of mediated schemas containing e divided by the total number of mediated schemas. Therefore, T is said to be reliable with S i if:
Finally, the degree of reliability of a given mediated schema T with respect to the set of data sources S 1 ; S 2 ; . . . ; S n will be the average of the degrees of reliability of T with respect to each of the sources S 1 ; S 2 ; . . . ; S n and we write:
Thereby de¯ned, considering a given source S i and 2 mediated schemas T j and
Besides, P e i 2S i dðeÞpðeÞ 6 ¼ 0 because dðeÞ 6 ¼ 0 is a function of simðe i ; e j Þ 6 ¼ 0 and pðe i Þ 6 ¼ 0 since only the highly similar elements are considered when constructing the mediated schema and reliability degrees are computed when the structural reliability degree is greater than a certain threshold. Therefore, reliability degree function thus de¯ned is well de¯ned.
Handling Uncertainty between Reliable Mappings
This section presents the principles of the possibility theory based method called posmapping for managing uncertainty between reliable mappings. We begin with a brief introduction of the possibility theory.
Possibility Theory
Possibility theory is an e®ective uncertainty theory devoted to the handling of incomplete information. It is similar to probability theory [7] because it is based on setfunctions. It di®ers from probability by the use of a pair of dual set functions called possibility and necessity measures instead of only one [5] . Necessity and possibility measures compute respectively the minimum and the maximum level of certainty or degree of reliability in a given domain of application. In other words, possibility degree of a disjunction of events is the maximum of the possibility degrees of individual events. In the contrary, the necessity degree of a conjunction of events is the minimum of necessity degrees of the individual events [6] .
The use of maximum and minimum operations, along with the complement to 1, is in agreement with the requirement of computational simplicity and with the rather rough and qualitative nature of the uncertainty that can be expressed in many real world applications [8] . It should be noted that in possibility theory, the modeling of uncertainty may remain qualitative. Indeed, we could use a¯nite completely ordered chain of level of reliability denoted here by ranging between 0 and 1, i.e. 1 ¼ 0 < 2 < Á Á Á < n ¼ 1 instead of the whole interval ½0; 1, with minð i ; k Þ ¼ i and
Pos-mapping principle
Let us¯rst recall that the aim to build a DSSP is to provide users with basic functionalities such as information retrieval or keyword search. Therefore, the result produced by the system should consider all the information available in the sources connected to the DSSP. Previously, we introduced rMedMap [4] , a reliability based method which enables the system to exploit as much as possible information available in the sources compared to pmapping [3] , a probability based method which considers less information available. In this paper, the proposed pos-mapping method exploits all the information available in the sources connected to the DSSP. In fact, pos-mapping is a stepper-based method which provides the result of the current set of information available using the result of the latter set of information available. Figure 1 illustrates the pos-mapping principle. At
Step 1 for example, the system deals only with a subset A 1 and its corresponding characteristic function A 1 . The subset A 1 is further expanded in step 2 to construct the subset A 2 and its corresponding characteristic function A 2 which also carries the information of the latter characteristic function A 1 , and so on.
Running example
The possible application domains of dataspace includes Personal Information Management, Web-Scale Information Management and Medical Information Management [2] . In an applicative point of view, our objective during our research is to construct a dataspace for medical information management; especially for African Traditional Medicine information management. Figure 2 shows an example of two source schemas describing ingredients used in African Traditional Medicine (ATM). 
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The ingredients are usually the plant used to prepare potion (traditional-based drugs). It also shows common information usually collected about ingredient: a name which is either a scienti¯c name, a common name or a vernacular name; the quantity and the unit used to quantify the ingredient is also speci¯ed; and the region where the ingredient can be found. Table 1 presents a set of 5 possible mutually distinct mappings, m i ; i ¼ 1; . . . 5, with their corresponding reliable degrees dðm i Þ. We are going to use these mappings as running example throughout this paper.
De¯nitions and theorems
We introduce below the formal de¯nition of a reliable mapping, where S is a source schema and T a target schema.
De¯nition 1.
A reliable mediated schema is a couple ðT ; d T =S Þ, where T is a possible mediated schema and d T =S is the reliability degree of T with respect to S.
De¯nition 2.
A tag matching tagðx i ; x j Þ is a quadruple ðx i ; x j ; simðx i ; x j Þ; opðx i ; x j ÞÞ;
where simðx i ; x j Þ is the semantic similarity between x i and x j ; and opðx i ; x j Þ is the structural similarity between x i and x j . A reliable mapping set so de¯ned is the set of mutually distinct reliable mappings between a source schema and a target schema. Assigning reliability degrees to the semantic mappings can help to overcome the uncertainty among the multiple mappings automatically produced. In order to manage the set of reliable mappings, a reliability degree threshold is generally used [4, 3] . Doing so lead to another level of uncertainty. In fact, as we discuss in [4] , if the semantic mappings are mutually distinct, the value of reliability degrees then depends on the number of semantic mappings automatically produced by the system. Therefore, if the number of semantic mappings is too high, the value of reliability degrees will be too low; choosing a threshold might become an ambiguous or uncertain task.
For example, if we consider the mappings from the running example Sec. 3.3, if we choose a threshold ¼ 0:15, information hidden behind the mapping m 5 might be lost because dðm 5 Þ < .
To address this issue, we propose to lead the system treats all the available information using possibility theory [6] . Our proposed method, pos-mapping divides the set of reliable mappings into subsets of possibility distributions [9] . To construct these subsets, we¯rst rank the elements of the set M ¼ fðm i ; dðm i ÞÞ; i ¼ 1 Á Á Á ng in descending order and add to that set two reliable mappings, ðm high ; dðm high ÞÞ and ðm low ; dðm low ÞÞ such that dðm high Þ ¼ 1 and dðm low Þ ¼ 0. We so obtain a well-ordered set U de¯ned as follow.
De¯nition 5. A well-ordered set U ¼ fðu 1 ; dðu 1 ÞÞ; . . . ; ðu n ; dðu n ÞÞg is a reliable mapping set M ¼ fðm i ; dðm i ÞÞ; Theorem 1. Let U ¼ fðu 1 ; dðu 1 ÞÞ; . . . ; ðu n ; dðu n ÞÞg be a well-ordered mapping set for a natural number n > 1, then 1 À dðu i Þ ¼ dðu nþ1Ài Þ, for 1 i n.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 is done by induction on the index i of the elements of U. Let PðiÞ be the property: 1 À dðu i Þ ¼ dðu nþ1Ài Þ.
. For i ¼ 1, we have:
. We now suppose that PðiÞ holds and prove that Pði þ 1Þ also holds:
Therefore, Pði þ 1Þ also holds.
We now de¯ne a possibility degree function from U to ½0; 1 such that there exists at least one element u 2 U which is a correct mapping between the source schema and the target schema, i.e. ðuÞ ¼ 1. To let the system manage all the available information, we divide the well-ordered set into subsets of possibility distributions. Let S be a source schema, T be a target schema, U the set of well-ordered mappings between S and T , and A a subset of U. We assign to A a characteristic function A ðuÞ 2 ½0; 1 which is the possibility degree of the element u being a correct mapping between S and T ; and we assumed that 9 u 2 Aj A ðuÞ ¼ 1, and, 8 u 6 2 A;
A ðuÞ ¼ 1 À dðuÞ.
De¯nition 6. Let U ¼ fðu 1 ; dðu 1 ÞÞ; . . . ; ðu n ; dðu n ÞÞg be a well-ordered set such that dðu 1 Þ > dðu 2 Þ > Á Á Á > dðu n Þ. We de¯ne n subsets A i ; 1 i n of U and their corresponding characteristic function A i as follows:
Example 5. Considering the well-ordered mapping set built in Example 4, we may construct the following subset of possibility distributions A 1 and A 2 :
and
Following this examples, we may also construct the subsets of possibility distribution A 3 , A 4 , A 5 , A 6 , and A 7 with their corresponding characteristic functions A 3 , A 4 , A 5 , A 6 , and A 7 for our running example presented in Sec. 3.3.
We now study how the new characteristic function A i behaves compared to the reliability degree function dðuÞ, for some A i U. Theorem 2. Let A i be the i th subset of U as de¯ned in Eq. 4; and u j 1 ; u j 2 2 U such that at least one of them does not belong to A i .
Proof. Suppose that dðu j 1 Þ > dðu j 2 Þ. we must prove that A i ðu j 1 Þ > A i ðu j 2 Þ. We distinguish two cases:
. u j 1 2 A i and u j 2 6 2 A i : By Eq. 4, we have j 1 < j 2 and A i ðu j 1 Þ ¼ 1 and
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Reciprocally, suppose that A i ðu j 1 Þ > A i ðu j 2 Þ. we must prove that dðu j 1 Þ > dðu j 2 Þ. There are also two cases:
. u j 1 2 A i and u j 2 6 2 A i : By Eq. 4, this implies that j 1 < j 2 . By De¯nition 6, we have dðu j 1 Þ > dðu j 2 Þ. . u j 1 ; u j 2 6 2 A i : By Eq. 4, we have
k¼iþ1 dðu k Þ, which implies P j 1 k¼iþ1 dðu k Þ < P j 2 k¼iþ1 dðu k Þ, which implies j 1 < j 2 , and therefore dðu j 1 Þ > dðu j 2 Þ.
Literally, Theorem 2 above asserts that the reliability degree function d and the possibility degree function yield the same ordering of the elements of U. That is, the higher the reliability degree of an element, the higher its possibility degree and vice versa. Therefore, the reliability degree and the information carried by an element are conserved in its possibility degree. Moreover, the possibility degree of a given element u i can be computed using the possibility degree of the element u iÀ1 as showed in the following Lemma. Lemma 1. Given a well-ordered set U of mappings between two schemas S and T , U ¼ fðu 1 ; dðu 1 ÞÞ; . . . ; ðu n ; dðu n ÞÞg such that dðu 1 Þ > dðu 2 Þ > Á Á Á > dðu n Þ ! 0; U can be divided into subsets A i;1 i n , such that for 1 j n,
Proof. From Eq. 4, there are three cases:
Example 6. Considering the subsets A 1 and A 2 constructed in Example 5, we have:
We may introduce the following result.
Theorem 3.
The function A i ðu j Þ denoting the possibility degree of the element u j being a correct mapping between the source schema S and the target schema T in the reliable mapping set A i is a recursive function.
Proof. The proof of the Theorem 3 follows from Lemma 1 demonstrated above.
Literally, the consequence of the theorem 3 above is that the information available is managed step by step starting from the most pertinent information to the less pertinent one. At each step of the process, the current information is enriched with the information managed at the previous step. Considering the fact that some mappings automatically provided might be partially correct, using a recursive function will piece together two or many partially correct mappings into one better mapping. Moreover, from time to time as the system is being used, the system would incrementally construct a possible mapping which is closer to \the correct mapping" and therefore provide \better results" to users posed queries or keyword searches. We now introduce in the following subsection a discussion between the existing methods and the method pos-mapping proposed in this paper.
Experiments

Experimental setup
Based on the method presented above, we built a new system named KSpace++. We used an XML enabled Oracle database to store our data and we implemented our methods, algorithms in C++. We conducted our experiments on a mixed network with three computers running on Window, Linux-Fedora 10 and Ubuntu Desktop 9, respectively. Each computer using 2 CPUs Intel Pentium M 3Ghz with 2Gb memory. We evaluated KSpace++ by computing the Precision, Recall and F-measure of the results provided when using pos-mapping method. Indeed, considering a given resultset R obtained using a given method and R ex a non-empty Result-set provided by an An Iterative Approach to Managing Uncertain Mappings in DSSP 645 expert or a user, these metrics are calculated as follows:
Precision: expresses the proportion of expected results among the results produced using a given method.
Precision ¼ jR \ R ex j jRj
Recall: shows the proportion of correct results extracted by the system, as a fraction of the expected results.
Recall ¼ jR \ R ex j jR ex j F-measure: is a compromise between recall and precision.
Experimental results
We¯rst evaluate the feasibility of our system using real world data sources in African Traditional Medicine (ATM) domain using 3 scenarios: plants, diseases and treatments as shown in Fig. 3 . The sources were selected from di®erent projects [10-13] on ATM from diverse African countries. Each sub-domain (plant, disease or treatment) contains hundreds of documents. We further observe how the precision behaves when Kspace and KSpace++ manage less to many reliable mappings. We then present in Fig. 4 how the metrics behaves when the number of reliable schemas managed increases. From Fig. 4 , we can note that the Kspace++ results seem to become more and more accurate when the number of reliable schema managed increases while KSpace's results varies constantly.
We continue with the e±ciency evaluation of KSpace++ by observing its response time of the number of input sources as showed in Fig. 5 .
We may observe that the response time is a linear function on the number of input sources.
We¯nally evaluate the performance of KSpace++. In fact, we compare the response time obtained in the new system KSpace++ with the response time provided in KSpace system and with the existing system UDI built in [3] based on their method called pmapping. The results are shown in Fig. 6 .
From Fig. 6 , we may observe that, KSpace++ is slightly more e±cient than KSpace and UDI. In fact, for less than a 150 input schemas, KSpace and KSpace++ appears faster than UDI, and for more than 150 input schema, KSpace is slightly faster than UDI while KSpace++ keeps its time inscreasing linearly yet still faster than the others.
Related Work and Discussion
We present in this section some existing methods which also manage uncertainty between the mappings automatically provided in a DataSpace Support Platform (DSSP). We further argue about the fact that a system might have the possibility to manage \all" the mappings provided or to bring together two mappings partially correct.
Related work
There exists a number of methods and systems built to manage uncertainty in the data integration¯eld. The existing methods are usually proposed relatively to a speci¯c type of schema such as structural data base, XML enabled systems and semantic Web systems. For example AQUA [14] answers queries over heterogeneous sources described by their ontologies and DSSim [15] is an algorithm to deal with the incomplete and inconsistency in the mapping generated between two ontologies, with the aim to integrate information on the Semantic Web. The reader can refer to [16] for a survey on ontology mapping systems. Authors also proposed in [17] an extension of current practice in schema matching with the simultaneous use of top-K schema mappings rather than a single best mapping. Similarly, in [18, 19] authors introduce a novel data structure called block tree to manage possible mappings between two heterogeneous XML schemas. To manage uncertainty, they evaluate the Probabilistic Twig Query (PTQ), which returns the probability of a portion of an XML document that matches the query pattern and returns the top-k PTQ, the k-highest mappings.
The reader may refer to [3, 4, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] for more recent methods on schema mappings. We now address the problem of uncertainty for data integration in DataSpace Supports Platforms (DSSP). As we stated in the previous sections, in a dataspace space support platforms, the system self-sustained and self-managed its mappings. The system therefore needs to support uncertainty among its mediated schemas and its semantic mappings. Unfortunately, between the mediated schemas or semantic mapping automatically provided; some of the mappings might be correct and others partially correct. Dong et al. [26] proposed the concept of probabilistic schema mapping for data integration with uncertainty in DSSP. Sarma et al. further introduced p-mapping [3] , a probabilistic-based method to manage uncertainty between the semantic mappings automatically generated between a source schema and a target mediated schema. In fact, for a given mapping, pmapping computes the probability measure of the given mapping compared to the possible mapping. pmapping further chooses a threshold among which the probable mapping can be managed by the system. Kuicheu et al. [4] introduced a new method which assigned reliability degree to the mappings automatically provided with the aim to manage uncertainty among the mappings. In fact, rMedMap computes reliability measure of a given possible mapping compared to a given source schema and compared to the whole set of available source schemas. The reliable source further managed are the ones which their reliability degrees are greater than a certain chosen threshold. Therefore, in both pmapping and rMedMap, the system needs to choose a certain threshold at a given time. With the number of reliable or probable mappings provided, choosing a threshold might become an uncertain task and may lead to information lost. Then, Assigning reliability or probability to the possible mappings is a necessary step; but it is not su±cient to manage uncertainty among the mappings.
Discussion
In both pmapping and rMedMap presented above, the system needs to choose a certain threshold at a given time. With a high amount of reliable mappings provided, choosing a threshold might become an uncertain task and may lead to information lost. Then, it appears that a system which can manage all the available mappings might return its best endeavor result to user's posed query or keyword search. Assigning reliability or probability to the possible mappings then appears as a necessary step though but not su±cient enough to manage uncertainty among all the available mappings.
We propose in this paper, the pos-mapping method which manages all the available mappings step by step from the most reliable mapping to the less reliable one. The pos-mapping method computes the reliability degrees of the available mappings using the function proposed in [4] . Then instead of choosing a threshold, the pos-mapping¯rst made the set of reliable mappings into a descending order. It further divides the well-ordered reliable mappings into subsets of possibility distributions and assigns to each subset a possibility degree computed using the reliability degree of the mappings belonging to the given subset. We show that the possibility degree function is correlated to the reliability function. We¯nally show that the possibility function is a recursive function. The recursiveness of the An Iterative Approach to Managing Uncertain Mappings in DSSP 649 possibility degree function enables the system to manage automatically all the available reliable mappings from the most reliable mapping to the less reliable one. That is, when the system is managing the current mapping, it uses the result obtained when managing the latter mapping. Using such a method has two-fold advantages: First, step by step the system has the possibility to manage all the available mappings; Second, the system may incrementally bring two or more partially correct mappings into one correct mapping. We think that using pos-mapping enables a system to provide its best endeavor results to a user's posed query or keyword search.
Conclusion and Future Works
We present in this paper pos-mapping, a possibility theory based method for managing reliable mappings automatically provided from a set of independently constructed source schemas in DataSpace Support Platforms. Our main objective was to let the system self-manage all the available information contained in the automatically provided mappings. The purpose of pos-mapping method is to enable a DSSP to build \a correct mapping" when possible or to combine two or many mappings partially correct into a \better mapping" in order to provide its best endeavor results to a user posed query. We therefore propose a method which¯rst ordered and then divided the set of reliable mappings into subsets of possibility distributions. Wē nally show how the system can manage the subsets of possibility distributions recursively. In other words, the reliable mappings are managed incrementally from the most reliable mapping to the less reliable one and the results of the previous reliable mappings managed is used in the reliable mapping currently managed. Experimental results show that the results provided by our system is more and more accurate as the number of reliable schemas managed increases and compared to existing systems, our system seems more e±cient and may lead the system to managing all the available information existing in the reliable mappings.
